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What is going on a lot in the New Age, is that a lot of people, in particular, do
practice botched forms of meditation, all within the psychological perspective of
the New Age and unnatural enemy teachings. These, of course, come with
implications, causing a lot of delusion to a person.

The meaning here, as some people ask and question if all they read has any
substance by them… Do not be fooled, and rather seek your experiences.

A lot of people are saying too much, talking too big, and have little things to show.
This is a dead giveaway when it comes to these New Agers and unfortunately
many others, they are nowhere spiritually. And this is because they do things that
are paradoxical and opposed to human advancement.

One frequent lie everyone in the "New Age" community tells themselves is that
they have a "Risen Kundalini Serpent". Some of them go as far as to claim that
they are ascended, and when the witchdoctor new age stuff reaches the peak,
even serious mental and physical diseases are all dismissed as "Symptoms of
kundalini awakening" and other bollocks.

What some of these people are is that they have a lot of knowledge, or so they
think they do. Reading about the path is not the same as walking it, any more
than looking at the map of a formula 100 race track, and actually driving in it as a
competitor on a race car. The differences here can be chaotic. The above
"knowledge" leads them exactly where they pretend to try to move away from,
which is a gross size of ego, with nothing really to back it up with, except of a
short circuit of going back to this "ego" they whine about, and the situation ends
with the kundalini becoming a marketing product.

And with the above many of them say they are race track agents just because
they read this in a book by some Yogi who actually underwent an experience and
decided to talk about it. Then these things take a life of their own, and this is why
there is so much hoaxing in the New Age that it has reached alien proportions
where practitioners are essentially just totally lost.
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There are people who indeed, from their descriptions, not only are not ascending
any kundalini, but they are tampering and having issues with the most basic
energies of the soul and the most basic stimulations are not understood. Some of
these energies, such as what is called "Apana Vayu", do ascend in the soul, and
some do ascend from the rear channels when one is doing work on the soul. This
does not mean that one is having a very deep end kundalini experience. Another
situation that happens is that naturally, meditation does produce what we call as
Pingala Fire, which is the purification fire, and this can be triggered in many ways,
including from inner cleaning or just kundalini yoga or breathing exercises. Again,
this is not "Kundalini Fire" in the direct sense, but falls under the category of the
cleaning fire regardless.

New Agers are so deluded that they may experience a heartburn or whatever
else physical, such as an infection, or whatever else, and the symptoms they
pretend are spiritual symptoms. In some of their forums they whine that they have
these problems for 10 years, even though they claim they are kundalini
ascended. For all that "Kundalini Ascension", they are at a serious loss to even
see the most basic things. This is because they are not on this level.

Indeed there is nothing of shame in any spiritual development, but the New Agers
did a crime and that is to make the kundalini and meditation into a marketing
scheme. Sort of like pay to this class a few thousand dollars and you'll get a
kundalini too, type of thing.

The Western mentality of "I haz more kundaleeni dan u and I made dis in 7 weekz
with supah speed program and meditating once every week homeboi" has
poisoned meditation. Meditation is vilified, and all this disinformation, plus a
strong streak of insanity, and the self-entitled syndrome of "God is love" and "We
are all God's Children" and the related, create for a toxic combination of self-lying.
Not only these people are not walking towards any kundalini development, they
are walking in the opposite direction, which is creating an illusory situation of
perpetual self-lying.

Very basic things such as soul cleaning, aura cleaning, and doing necessary
chakra work are forsaken or done without attention. Lies are told that chakras are
going to open if someone does a Vegan diet, or adheres to some strange alien
belief system, people are distanced from actual spiritual work which will give them
results. This is why we say we practice Power meditation and not mere
'meditation'. The soul needs to be empowered, cleaned and rectified, and this is



not done by a mere external moral system.

Kundalini is looked upon by these people as a chihuahua that will complete their
summer collection. They have an iPhone, nice handbag, sexy yoga pants, "how if
you do not use a straw you saved the planet" bonus points, and now they also
have a Kundalini and Universal Power at their disposal, cause after all they
meditated for three weeks with Yogananda Brocollinda, which is a known
supreme 1000 Naga Serpent Teacher with a giant hooknose also. Now, with the
power of fake smiles, suppressed emotions, communist teachings, and vegan
diets, they will implore the universe to join the borg, because of climate change.

The above is somehow called "Enlightenment" by these people, while essentially
it's all the same mental hype we are being projected on by the unspiritual powers
of this world ad nauseum, to lead us rather astray from self-realization. But
somehow being the walking meme of this and only adding some kundalini prep
talk into it, makes these people divinely realized or something.

The clearness of that these people have no power is that they do all the wrong
decisions in life, and in particular, are aligned unnaturally and on some fake
ideology. No meaningful powers arise, nor does any sensibility of consciousness
come into any actual evolution from this. A mind that is exposing itself to actual
kundalini experience, will have walls brought down, and one will start seeing
larger truths, and not tabloid things one can find in any new age magazine.
Another manifestation of the influence of Kundalini is increasing wisdom, which
many of these people do not possess at all.

In rare cases, deception can take place by the enemy, who can trigger
experiences, such as the things that happen in Evocations, where people, due to
the shock of another entity's bioelectricity, experience a rising in the bioelectricity
of their spine. What greys and other entities can do here is just pure deception,
and this is why these experiences rarely have a meaning to them. People don't
really transform from these experiences over time. This is not their own serpent or
any personal awakening of theirs, this is just a mere feeling that arises in the
body by increased bioelectricity of another entity within a space, or even lesser,
just because of caused sensation.

Another thing that happens in many of these New Agers, is that the
over-suppression of the sexual sacral energy, sometimes can cause a situation
where the energy...is fighting for a release. This can in some cases as many of
them are deeply into celibacy or sexual malfunction, causing pressures up the



spine with said energy, commonly mistaken for kundalini rising. The pooling of
this energy makes the situation worse, as the channel remains clogged and
closed, and without release, more rectified energy cannot find its way up. At the
late stages of this, one becomes neurotic and mentally ill.

Not that infrequent is also that due to extensive drug use, physical sensations are
conflated with spiritual sensations. For example, these people do copious
amounts of mushrooms or other strong drugs which powerfully affect the body,
causing bodily reactions, creating sometimes a feeling of pressure in a specific
area, or some strange jolt. Due to again a necessity to lie to themselves, they
repeat again and again that these are spiritual sensations, but they are not.

These are sensations triggered in the grossly physical body, and they do not
come from the superior and higher body down to this one, but rather, are results
of chemical combinations on the grossly material body. Likewise, these
sensations do not produce any further actual realization for the person, but just
hallucinations. By hallucinating merely, one does not grow spiritually. Drugs
should be avoided as they create conflicts and confusion in the spiritual path, and
that is the least problem, as the further one goes, delusions and damages
become many and require a lot of effort to heal.

Lastly, we have the final situation, where is when someone actually does get a
little kundalini zap or some experience, especially if said people are more serious
meditators such as very long-term meditators. And this is where things can get
ugly for these people who compulsively try to get the serpent to ascend by force.
As a famous saying goes "Do not try to force the snake out of the hole". These
people do this regardless, with a psychological, spiritual, and mental emotional
state that is completely antithetic to this power. One is asking for answers they do
not want to hear, and one is asking for power they do not want or even need.

This compulsion, even if it fans as even a little flame, can be highly problematic
for these people, and this is why some of them get issues that last for years and
years after a botched Kundalini experience, in which they listened wrong advice
from Moshe Shekelberg or had triggered involuntarily. Reading some of the things
some New Agers write, some of them experience full and total paranoia from this,
or insanity, lasting for years. Needless to say, the above amounts to an accident,
and not to proper stimulation or rising of the kundalini energy, but rather a spiritual
accident. Causes of such events can also be astrological alignments or transits
that can, under circumstances, cause spiritual stimulation.



Then these people write books, and they fortify the already misinformed populace
with even more deceptions. This is because these people have a huge ego, and
they don't practice what they preach on limiting it either, so they want to pretend
they are authorities when they do not even remotely understand some subjects.
This creates turmoil on other people and increases confusion massively.

Turmoil is the result, and because they have no guidance on how to solve it, they
remain ill physically or otherwise without the ability to solve the situation,
sometimes lasting for years. This leads some of the more nutcase New Agers to
of course condemn the Serpent and attack and vilify it as a "Tool of Satan", or
even go as far as to try to create meditations for chakra removal or other foolish
attempts at "Serpent removal", or even exorcisms. Of course this does not work
so they remain like wrecks or then they run back to Rabbi Christ and become
jeboo freaks all over again, or just remain in said state without properly advancing
any further.

An example of why the above things happen is that people are, in the first place,
in the New Age, in an attempt to reconcile a path of spiritual ignorance, with a
path of mediocre spirituality. So, when one eventually pushes and makes
progress, they are trying hopelessly to hold onto the ignorance they had before.
Some even go as far as to try to bond this with the bible, or all sorts of other crazy
beliefs and hybrids, only furthering issues that keep the soul in a sick state.

These mental beliefs create such strong blockages in the minds, that one can
only hope to shed them as much as they can, and not dwell on them all while
meditating, as meditation will increase personal power, and trigger more of these
insanities into extended power.

Clearly, yes. Spiritual practice is by its source a very Satanic thing by definition,
considering that Abrahamic programs are all centered around external worship of
a jew in the sky, becoming a serf and slave, carrying original "sin" from having
any intelligence more than an inanimate rock, and every striving towards
development is "evil" and a "sin", as these programs were in the first place
created by evil jews who want to control the populace.

Trying to bridge this hebraic insanity with spiritual development has toxic results.
It's as if one wants to fill a dam with water, and the dam is plucked with huge
holes. It will never be filled with any spiritual wisdom.

A very small category of people does actually have advancement in that regard,



but these are people who accept to move onto next levels and do forsake their
fake and older skin. But these situations are rare in the New Age, and are more
commonly found in older paths or in advanced yogis, who for the most part do
keep silent. Some of these people do have some experience with the Serpent
too. Just to name an example, that reveals the writer Lao Tzu, was broadly known
to have been kundalini advanced, and also a known Naga Serpent on his time,
who some say lived to 250 years old and went by mysterious "death" some say at
70 and others are 90. His book Tao Te Ching was lost in translation by pacifists
and unspiritual people, who desecrated his teaching completely, but it is clear that
the person had a lot of spiritual ability and the ability to see through to the world.

On a final note, the New Age is filled with rules, regulations, diets, and all sorts of
things, which highly resemble the Talmudic law at this point. This creates
blockages, paranoia, irregular practice, and many other obstacles which cannot
allow a person to advance properly or healthily. While this does not invalidate the
meaning of meditation and the practices, one will not get too far, as powers at
work will keep them suppressed and down.

To advance in meditation in general, one does not have to compulsively go after
"kundalini", but there has to be a decent need and necessity for power and
awareness, which indirectly leads to further evolution for which after all the
serpent exists to help with.
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